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2019 WESTERN CLASSIC ROUND UP
IS
ONLY 45 DAYS AWAY, IT’S GOING TO “BEST EVER”!!!

Wow, Wow, Wow, what a spectacular spring, doesn't it make you want to get your baby
Bird out and go cruising through our beautiful state? Lots of local car shows are though
out the state, no matter where you live there are shows in that area. No wonder our many
snow-birders love being here this time of the year. This great state even attracts world
wide T-Birders. Last Saturday at the Pavilion's I met a gentleman from Norway. He just
finished a Red 55 T-Bird with a four cam motor like mine. He has been coming to Arizona
for years, but didn’t know about our club, the problem has been cured. He wanted to
bring his T-Bird but insurance laws prevented that from happening. I plan to send him a
Newsletter so he can keep up with all our action. Lets keep Club cards and old Early Bird
magazines in the trunk so we can hand them out to prospective members. Last year and
this year we have acquired many NEW members. Lets show them what a friendly loving
group we are. If you see someone you don’t know, give them an ACTC welcome. Many
special tours are being planned by our VP Jim Rodgers.
ACTC Tech day was a sell out, 43 attendees, a new Tech Day record. Lots of food and
drinks. Everyone turned in great questions to be discussed. Thanks again to Jack and
Nikki Musselmann for furnishing such a wonderful shop. Jack was presented a special
bottle of Jack Daniels Reserve. Thanks to Ken Falkenberry and Frank Garrett for hauling
chairs, tables and lots of food. Everything was organized perfectly. Ken even brought lots
of goodies for sale. We wrapped it up about 1 pm and everyone pitched in to clean up
Jack’s shop. Ken Kowalski used his skills to mop the shop floor.

Continued on page 6
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You just never know what is going to happen at a monthly meeting, do you?
Last month, because of our plethora of new
members, we had a lively sale of T-Shirts
from the Ways and Means store. Not the
best time for a sale, but it was exciting and
Ken was happy with the money it brought in
and so were Jacki and Tom, who couldn’t
pass up the opportunity to unload some license plate frames.
Ken was also able to add to the garage sale
bottom line by selling a cooper sink that
had been donated for the sale, and he didn’t
let it rest there, he sent multiple emails out,
trying to get rid of more stuff and enhance
the bottom line of the garage sale.
And oh! The garage sale! Dede Ross did a
great job organizing and selling all the stuff
that was donated. Because of the collective
work of nearly half the club members and in
spite of the rain, it netted close to $700.00. It
would be more than that if someone had
bought the dryer that Ken is holding at his
house.
Audrey and Gene Anderson have been assuring us via email that they love the minus
degrees and endless snow in Minnesota
and how sorry they feel for us having to put
up with the heat and monsoons. Gene included a thesis done by an unknown author
which is hysterical!

Incidentally, we have had the honor of having Daniel Green, President of the Minnesota Club, attend our meetings to avoid the
winters back home, so evidently, not everybody is as thrilled with the cold and snow
as are the Anderson’s
There was a collective sigh of relief when
we learned that Jean Fruscello was over
her surgery and holding court once again in
her own home, perfectly poised as usual. At
our Juliet luncheon in March, we lifted our
glasses in a salute to Jean and all the other
ladies not doing so pretty good right now.
Don’t worry, most of the glasses held water!
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The Buddy System that I proposed at the
beginning of last year is really going full
steam ahead in some areas, but then, it always has. Actually, it’s more of a Barter
System—I can do something on your car if
you can help me with mine. If yours is still
hiding in the garage, why don’t’ you make it
known what you can do to get in on the action. I hear it can be fun, and certainly rewarding.

Jamie and Virgina are more than pleased
with the number and quality of donations
made to the Silent Auction for the Regional
in May. Chuck Thompson is justifiably
pleased with the coordinated efforts made
by all concerned to make this an all around
success. Just shows what we can do as a
club when we all put our shoulders to the
wheel.
ARCHIVE REFLECTIONS
South Mountain Park was the site
f
of the April 10, 1994 Officer's Cook
out and Bake Sale/ Craft Fair meeting.
Ninety-nine members and
guests enjoyed the city view from
the mountain park and rated the cookout picnic meeting "The best ever".
ACTC Prez/head chef Sam Ciammitti and his
talented crew of officers were recognized for
their hard work on this fun Officer`s Cook-Out
picnic.
That picnic was followed up by another favorite
April event, the 7th Annual April Route 66 Fun
Run Weekend 25 years ago. There were 15 TBirds among an assortment of other vehicles
that took off for the high country. The first rest
stop was special and included a chance to sample Barbara Blair`s famous homemade fudge
that she so graciously passed around to all.
That was a tradition back in those days on out of
town runs, and in this case it gave everyone the
energy to complete the climb to Route 66 country in Williams, AZ.. The actual run started the
next morning in Seligman,
continue on page 7
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2019 CALENDAR OF ACTC EVENTS
All Meetings: arrive 8:30 am—9:00 am
Food served
9:30 am

April 14th

Meeting: American Legion
Post # 107 20001 N. Cave Creek
Rd $14.00 per person
Note: there will be a poker run
after the meeting. Approximately
40 miles “FUN” details on page 8

May 15-19

No Meeting due to Region #6
CTCI Convention
Little America, Flagstaff

June 9

Meeting: Deer Valley Airport
702 W. Deer Valley Rd
$14.00 per person

July 14th

Western Skies Golf Restaurant,
1245 E. Warner Rd, Gilbert
$15.00 per person

Aug
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Happy Birthday
April 2019
Tom McKee
Nancy Dolan
Thomas Chilton
Sherry Randall
Ken Bergeron
Dede Ross
Jack R. Musselmann
Kathy Michele
Karen Artus
Paul Fruscello
Jamie Thompson
Christopher Ames

4/2
4/2
4/8
4/9
4/11
4/12
4/13
4/21
4/22
4/23
4/27
4/29

Anniversaries
Chuck & Judy Thompson
Patrick & Beverley Lynch
Robert & Irena Mock
Ken & Kathy Kowalski
Charles & Linda Young
Ken & Roxie May
Richard & Lynn Stoneberger

4/2
4/5
4//6
4/7
4/9
4/23
4/27

No meeting

WE WISH ANY OF OUR
MEMBERS WHO ARE ILL
OR HOME BOUND THE
BEST!!!!!!!!
PLEASE NOTE !
All dates and events listed above are tentative
and subject to change. Please check the calendar
each month for updates.

“WE LOVE YOU”
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CLASSIC CLASSIFIEDS
“CAB” information from Tech Day
02-05 Retro Thunderbird hardtop, pearl white in
color. $1000.00 discount for cash. Terry Duquette 480
-994-5892
Ken Falkenberry has a pair of Historic 56 Arizona License Plates. Powder coated black, can be used
on 56/57 T-Birds MVD ready $295.00 480-861-3742
Ed Torel has his Model A roadster for sale
602-768-4156 call for more information

Bob White has his 1956 Red modified T-Bird for
sale due to health problems (can’t get in).
Call Bob at 602-826-0424 for more information

I have four original 1955-1956 T-Bird 15”
wheels with correct off set.
$375.00 for the set.
Also original 1956 T-Bird radiator out of my
T-Bird 18 years ago! $125.00
Frank Checchin 480-816-9039
yofonz@yahoo.com
For Sale complete set of 55-56-57 T-Bird
convertible top weather strips. Catalog price
$395.00, plus shipping Ken’s price $335, no
shipping.
WARNING:
When disconnecting your battery remove the
negative side first!!!!
That way if you bump a ground while disconnecting the positive side first you might be in
for a burn or maybe a fire.
Story goes a man fried his wedding ring to
his finger from hitting a ground!!!!

Door lock not working properly:
1. Is your key spinning in lock?
2. Loosen weather strip by clip (that hold
lock cylinder)
3. Use pillars and pull out clip, gently pull
out lock cylinder.
4. Inspect lock lever
to see if it is broken
It
is held into lock with a
angled head and a
spring. Top shaft is for
centering in the latch.
Bottom shaft is to open the latch.
If either is broken, replace it. While lock
cylinder is out, oil and check for proper
operation by locking and unlocking with
the key. With a good light you can look
down by the glass and see if it installs correctly. If centering pin doesn't go into latch
you will have to disassemble door and remove latch.
5. Weld a small spacer on centering hole
on latch so it can hold and pivot.
6. Also check locking arm to insure it
holds in latch to move lock up and down.
You may have to extend lock side of lever.
Isn’t this the cats meow
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ACTC
Minutes – March 10, 2019
President Jeanne Wood called the March
meeting to order at 9:50 a.m. Our meeting
was held at The Hub in Mesa. First order of
business was the Pledge of Allegiance. Jeannie
asked for the February minutes to be approved.
They were approved and seconded.
ANNOUNCEMENTS: Our President spoke of the
Melrose Car Show which some members attended.
Also mentioned was the Midnight at the Oasis car
show held in Yuma, Arizona which some members
attended. The event that stood out most was the
Happy Hour!! That same weekend the Garage Sale
for the Club was held at the home of Dede Ross.
Many members donated their time both for the
pricing of our wonderful goods and also the selling
of our fabulous “stuff”. ACTC members contributed their time to make this sale a success. Funds
collected: $527 the day of the sale. One final
item was sold at the meeting so the new garage
sale total is $677.00. Yes!
HOSPITALITY: Yvonne Wagner introduced several potential members who were attending our meeting; Jerry Chilton from Superior; Junior, and Jack
& Barb Cooley who were guests last meeting and
are now members. Also; Wade and Carol, Clark &
Wilma (from Washington), and Joyce and Howard
attended this meeting. They each spoke a few
minutes about themselves which helped us to get
to know them. March birthdays were announced
and there was a rousing “Happy Birthday” sung by
our ACTC choir!! Mike Pettingell spoke a few
minutes about his recent surgery; all went well. He
also told us about the bobcat that loves sitting in
their tree off the patio!! That would be a “no” for
me!!! Jim Rodgers shared that he will be a GreatGrandpa for the 5th time. Camryn is expecting her
second child.!! Congrats!! Jim also shared he is
having success on his new weight loss program. He
is minus 10 lbs. already!! Way to go Jim and keep
up the good work!!
ACTIVITIES: Jim Rodgers mentioned the upcoming ROMEO and JULIET monthly lunch meetings on
March 13th. The Pavilion's is coming up on the 16th
of March. March 23rd is Tech Day; 30 people
signed up so far. Ken Falkenberry spoke a few
words about that event. Also mentioned was a car
show at the Trinity Lutheran Church at the corner
of Dysart and Indian school Road coming up March
30th. In addition, there will be a Poker Run after
the April meeting on the 14th. Rita Havel discussed the Silver Rose Parade also being held on
April 14th which is the same day as our Club meeting. She is looking for members to drive the Vet-
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erans of the Viet Nam war affected by Agent Orange. Feel free to contact Rita for additional information or to let her know you can be a driver.
MEMBERSHIP: Jim Cook delegated his monthly
report; stated membership stands at 95 households; 167 members and 92 T-Birds. We have 17
(55’s), 22 (56s) and 53 (57s)
SECRETARY: Dede Ross had no report
TREASURER: Tom Wagner let us know we still
have money. He asked if there was a member willing to step up to do Treasurer Duties in April as he
and Yvonne will be in Hawaii. Ken Falkenberry responded with a “yes”. Thanks Ken (I think he is the
jack of all trades).
WAYS & MEANS: Ken Falkenberry had ACTC
goods for sale. He sold many of the caps and license plate frames. Ken also had several shirts for
sale which he sold at the meeting. Still have some
dice if anyone feels the need.. As usual, let Ken
know if you saw something you have always wanted
and he will try to help you out.
MEMBER AT LARGE: After his jokes, Bob
Michelle spoke about the picnic normally held in
April. Due to Regional, the picnic will be held in
October rather than April this year. The April
meeting will be held at the American Legion on
Cave Creek instead. He and Mike Doles plan to
have a Poker Run after this meeting. Check your
newsletter for upcoming meeting places.
PUBLIC RELATIONS: Don Henderson mentioned
there is an Easter parade April 20th in Ahwatukee.
Contact him if you are interested in participating.
NEWSLETTER: Mike Wood thanked all members
who sent pictures or submitted articles for the
newsletter. Makes his job so much easier!!
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
TELEPHONE COMMITTEE: No report
INSPECTER GENERAL: Carter was playing
hooky! so Jim Rodgers filled in.
CTCI: Chuck Thompson, gave a short report on
the Regional being held in Flagstaff this May.
So far there are 285 people registered. The
banquet room will hold 385 so we have some
room. There are about 25 display/secured car
parking so far. Signs-ups include (250) for the
banquet, (240) for the Barbeque, (210) for the
Welcome party, (66) for the ladies lunch, (56)
for the Sedona trip and (54) for the Grand
Canyon tour although there is still room for
more on that trip.
SPLIT THE POT: Bob Michelle won $116!
A motion was made to adjourn the meeting
at 11:10 a.m. it was seconded.
Respectfully submitted,
Dede Ross, Secretary

Continued from page 1
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AZ and included a howling head wind that was
blowing spinning tumbleweeds that were aimed
right at the grilles and air ducts of the T-Birds
and the other vehicles cruising on the fun run. It
was time to start a game of Dodge Ball. About 600
cars were entered in that event and at the awards
ceremony at Topock, AZ, it was announced that
ACTC had won the club participation award for the
3rd straight year.

Our good friend John Blair created this Archives
column in 2004 and he continued doing it for
10 years. I am honored to have been able to continue it for an additional 5 years in John`s memory
and to honor his legacy. However, at this time I am
not able to continue this column and have decided
to step down. Possibly I will be able to come out of
retirement and contribute more at some time in the
future.
Until then…….Happy T-Birding and
keep on making history.
Stewart Wright

Annual Trinity Spring Splash Car Show
supports Senior Youth program.
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Continued from page 1

More about Tech Day.
Regrettably our guest speaker didn’t show up or call..
Makes everyone want to rush to Phil Briggs (owner of)
Automatic Transmission Exchange to have work
done!!!
Several people had questions about transmission
problems. Our long time members, Don Henderson
and Jack Musselmann were able to help.
Lots of discussion about use of different types of
anti-freeze products. Most agreed green was best for
our cars. Be sure to dilute with (no mineral ) bottled
water. All T-Bird owners should change it at least
once a year.
Chris Ames discussed the technical aspects of his
new heat reducing spacer. He also covered ways to
prevent fuel at gas tanks from over heating.
Problems with door locks was discussed. See solution on page 4. Any questions feel free to call Mike
Wood.
Major discussion was over what motor oil to use. Larry Braasch is furnishing a full article. It should help.
Another question usually asked, is why does my power steering whine? Noise is caused by moving air, and
the air moves because something pushes it, so if we
can find the source of movement, we can minimize the
noise
Cavitation is the scientific term for fluid with bubbles
due to a stirring action, like a boat wake. The bubbles
prevent smooth flow, and make noise by causing vibration as they pass through the system and then collapse. One problem is the wrong fluid. AFT is no longer recommended in most systems, especially rack-and
-pinion systems. Along with the right fluid, I recommend Lucas power steering additive. I’m generally not
a big additive fan, but this stuff works. Lucas seems
to help with cavitation, and also helps stop leaks. Hoses and fittings can also cause problems. The hoses
should be secured well, but avoid letting them ground
out against the body sheet metal, where the vibration
will transfer and be magnified. And make sure you use
hose rated for power steering. The pressure side can
see 1500 psi, and the return can be as high as 50 psi,
so fuel line won’t cut it. The hoses have an I.D. of 3/8
inch, while most fittings are 1/4 inch I.D. Cheapies
may be even smaller, and may lack the chamfered
edges that will reduce cavitation. Taking care of these
details will fix many systems.

Article excerpts from Steve Fowler

Continued on page 10
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“FUN POKER RUN BY BOB MICHELE
& MIKE DOLAN”
The Poker Run will start from the American
Legion Hall, the site of April meeting.
The entry fee is $5.00 per car. The route is approximately 40 miles long with only one leg of
5.7 miles on the freeway. It should take about
1 1/2 hours. There are three pit stops and a
last stop at George & Sherry Randell’s shop/
garage where a number of his vast car collection is stored. There will be some refreshment
at the Randell’s.
Each car will receive an envelope at the start
containing a playing card, a trivia question
and directions to the next stop. At each stop
there will be a box with envelopes so that at
the end you will have five playing cards to
make a poker hand. Each entrant/car should
write their name and answer to each trivia
question on the trivia sheet. At the end, each
right answer will earn you an additional card
to make your hand better. There will be prizes
for 1st, 2nd and 3rd best hands…. and worst
hand. Please call Bob Michele at 602-768-5710
if you intend to participate or if you have questions. Bob needs to get an accurate count so
he can prepare enough envelopes/questions.
Thanks Bob Michele
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JK’s favorite poem
IT COULD’T BE DONE
Somebody said that it couldn't be done,
But, he with a chuckle replied
That “maybe it couldn’t,” but he would be one
Who wouldn’t say so till he’d tried.
So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it.
Somebody scoffed: “Oh, you’ll never do that;
At least no one has done it”;
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat,
And the first thing we knew he’d begun it.
With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,
Without any doubting or quiddit,
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it.
There are thousands to tell you it cannot be
done,
There are thousands to prophesy failure;
There are thousands to point out to you one by
one,
The dangers that wait to assail you.
But just buckle it in with a bit of a grin,
Just take off your coat and go to it;
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing
That “couldn’t be done,” and you’ll do it.
By Edgar Albert Guest

So, what’s the deal with “old car
“exhaust smell?

Who says Thunderbirds are only for the highway???
SHHHHHH….
As a courtesy to others, please remember to turn off your phones or set them on vibrate when you enter the meeting room!

I love old cars and go to lots of shows. If
someone happens to fire up their engine
I notice a very disagreeable odor.
I went home and jumped on the internet
to find an answer, no luck. I contacted
Classic Car Club of America “The Car
Girl” answered my question. Most of us
use gas from the pumps of today, which
isn’t what are classic cars were designed to use, net results a smell.
She says, Sorry, but I personally love
the smell, what do you want old cars to
smell like? Gentleman start your engines, please.
Article by Mark Floor
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Western Regional
is just around the corner!!!!
Donations are needed for all the different events.
Money to buy items for silent auction, raffle and
hospitality room.
The following ACTC members have donated:

WESTERN CLASSIC ROUNDUP
May 15th 2019
AT
Little America
2515 E. Butler Avenue
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
800-865-1401 Rooms are full
Make your room reservations now for the
2019 Regional in Flagstaff.
At Holiday Inn (across the freeway)
Room rate: $139.00 per night, plus tax
The theme is going to be as the name indicates WESTERN style, hats and boots.
Members: contact committee chairman
and get on work schedule.
Tom Harris is collecting items for goody
bags. Hopefully we can start filling them next
month.
Rich Baily has our signage lined up including parking place cards.
Jamie and Virgina have Raffle and silent
auction running smooth.
Jim Rodgers says awards are finished.
Mike Pettingell has security lined up,
Shirley checked out the hospitality room and
has her plan set.
Chris Ames has our Convention Magazine planned out, wow over 35 pages.
Myrna and Duane are working on their
vocal cords and sound great.
Chuck Thompson laying out the driving
tour and keeping an eye on the budget. Judy
is wearing her fingers to the bone on the computer.
Tom and Jackie are getting all merchandise organized.
GREAT JOB EVERYONE!!!!!!!!

Denis Frank & Mary Lee Winer
Jeannie & Mike Wood—Lynn Silvernale
Tom & Yvonne Wagner—Rita Havel
Duane & Myrna Foster—Chuck Young
Bob & Kathy Michele -Tom & Jackie McKee
Shirley Pettingell— Kathi Price
Terry & Effie Duquette—Sandy Trasente
John & Kathy Marchisotto—Rose Marie Buzby
Dennis Green-Mary Ann Bergeron
Judy Thompson-Jamie Thompson
Larry Braasch
Please add your name: Contact Tom Wagner or Kathi
Price
REGIONAL: Chuck Thompson reported: 285 people
are pre-registered; some events will be capped.
Committees are busy working and we need donors for
the event!
Regional donors so far:
Hemmings Motor News 1 yr subscription
Hill’s Thunderbird Parts $1000.00
Larry’s Thunderbird Parts $500.00
Ken Falkenberry 1/2 page ad $200.00
Native Grill & Wings web page $100.00
Sam D Baca 475 lanyards
Molina’s Jewelry $500.. Ladies Lunch
Concourse Thunderbird Parts $400
Other T-Bird Clubs have sent seed money
Flagstaff Convention Bureau 3% total Hotel
Reservations
Sanderson Ford bought ad
Casco Thunderbird bought ad
NPD Thunderbird Parts bought ad
State Farm Insurance
StreetSide Classic Cars
Barrett Jackson Classic Car Auctions
Sacramento Classic T-Bird Club bought ad
Mecum Classic Car Auctions
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GIL’S GARAGE
Facts and Myths regarding Engine Oil
How do we know which oil to choose?
ZDDP is one of the wear additives in
modern engine oil, but the PSI value is
more important and actually shows how
motor oil truly performs regarding wear.
As you know, when you go into an auto
parts store to purchase oil, you have
many choices. The subject of engine oil
has been a hot topic for the past few
years primarily due to changes in requirements for newer automobiles We have
been led to believe that our Thunderbirds
and other collector cars with flat tappet
engines will fail without additional Zinc
and Phosphorus (ZDDP). ZDDP is one of
the wear additives in modern engine oil,
but the PSI value is more important and
actually shows how motor oil truly performs regarding wear.
The purpose of this article is not to recommend or condemn a brand of oil, but
to connect you to the most detailed valid
research provided by a Professional Degreed Mechanical Engineer. This engineer has dedicated extensive time several years, in providing information regarding motor oil film strength, load carrying
capability, shear resistance and thermal
breakdown limits. The following quote is
from his research.
“A high level of zinc/phosphorus is simply no guarantee of proving sufficient wear
protection. And to make matters even
worse, excessively high levels of ZDDP
can actually cause engine damage, rather
than prevent it. Motor Oil Industry testing
show that motor oil with more than 1,400
ppm ZDDP INCREASED long-term wear.
And it was found that motor oils with
more than 2,000 ppm ZDDP started attacking the grain boundaries in the iron,
resulting in camshaft spalling (pitting and
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flaking). The ZDDP content is simply the
average of the zinc and the phosphorus
values, then rounded down to the nearest
100 ppm (parts per million).”
I highly recommend you search on the internet for http://
www.540ratblog.wordpress,com. By reading this blog, which is very long, you will
find the most accurate information that I
am aware of regarding engine oil. You will
also find reports on most brands of engine
oil available today.
Snell Rotella T=1200 ppm, Shell tech # is 1887-276-7285 or www.Rotella.com.
_____________________________________
Spring Splash Car Show
continued from page 7
Nine Club members arrived at 7:30 am to
get signed in and parked their cars. The
church members met us with a smile and
fixed us a nice breakfast of egg burrito's
and drinks, also donuts for those that can
eat them.!!
Church members toured around and keep
everyone supplied with cold bottled water.
Tom Harris—57 T-Bird
Don/Dede — Ranger conv pick-up
Jim Rodgers—Real Shelby Hurst car
Ken Falkenberry—57 T-Bird
Carter Rodgers—57 T-Bird
Mike Wood—55 T-Bird
Chuck Young—56 T-Bird
Don Henderson—66 Mustang FB
Tom & Yvonne Wagner—56 T-Bird

Carter Rodgers won best Thunderbird!
Ken Falkenberry won youth choice!
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ACTC ADVERTISERS ~

Sandy Trasente, Owner
3515 West Union Hills #102, Glendale, AZ 85308
Phone (602) 896-4000 or (888) 896-1199
E-mail: KruiseAway@aol.com
Web: www.arrowhead.cruiseholidays.com

Jorge Sommerer

I-CAR & ASE
Trained & Certified

Arizona Collision Services

Light to heavy collision work welcome, insurance approved. Towing service available. We specialize in all
types of Unibody, Frame and Color Matching.
Lifetime Written Warranties.
3222 N. Grand Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 85017
azkstm17@yahoo.com Phone: 602-265-4311
Fax: 602 285-1654 Mobile: 623-330-3017

For all your
tire needs,
personal or
classic call:
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Who is it?

Arizona Bird Chatter
Published by:

Arizona Classic Thunderbird Club
CTCI Chapter 35
8355 W La Caille
Peoria, AZ 85383

Meetings are smoke and
cell phone free!
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